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My name is Tina Samuel. I am a Library Assistant III at the Titusville Branch Library. I was given the opportunity considering the years that accumulate between each gathering. This is a somewhat unique and rare opportunity to attend the 2018 Joint Conference of Librarians of Color. This conference is for Librarians of Color in New Mexico. Tina Samuel Learns about Diversity in Libraries at the 2018 Joint Conference of Librarians of Color

BPL Databases with Accurate Information Available for All Your Subject Needs

Poet; Third Place ($50) – Andrea Taylor of Montgomery, Alabama. Congratulations to the winners! The October Bards & Brews was a slam that used elimination rounds during performances that were judged by a panel chosen from the audience. Voice Porter emceed the event. The winners of the cash prizes were: First Place ($250) – Jahman Hill (2nd photo, left), a student at The University of Alabama; Second Place ($150) – Jonathan Peterson (right) of Montgomery, Alabama, who performs as “JP Da

The East Lake Branch Library is hosting the Anti-Bullying Community Art Project at East Lake Branch Library

For the June issue the library had several events, and one that is always on the calendar is the June Reading at BPL.
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